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Qometime in the spring or the fall, on sunny l\rarm
u)days when the wind is light but the air is rising,
about half the small spiders in the world get ready to
take off. They climb to the top of a blade of grass, a
cornflower, a twig of hawüom, a fence post, a rose hip,
a millcweed fruit. Once there, some will drop down
on a line, hanging in midair. Most will sand on tiptoe
at the top of their perches, their heads down and üeir
bellies in the air. §fhen the time is right, each spider
begins to spin a thin string of Slk from its qpinnerets.

The silh can reach 3 feet (1 meter) in length or more.
Most flying or gliding animals fly by creating

lift (upward force) that's stronger than üeir drag (the

force of the air slowing them down). But spiders are

lifted by the friction between their silk and the air.
The rising air catches the almost weightless
gossamer, stretches it out like a streamer, and
tugs at the spider on its perch or its line. '§ÿhen

it's time, the spider lets go.

Sometimes the silk gets caught on a neigh-
boring stem, and the spider travels only 10 to 20
fo, (a to 6 meters) from home. There, hovrever,

it is ready for another try. As long as the wind is

right, it will go again.
Researchers studying spiders have, once or

twice, tried to follow an arachnid in flight. It
isnt easy. It works only uÀen the flight ends

earÿ. In the one published report of this kind,
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the five spiders the scientists tracked went only about
10 or 12 feet (3 or 4 meters).

But spiders cen go near or far. \7here they travel
depends almost entirely on what the wind wants to do
that day. By splaying out or balling up, they can affect
how well they stay in the air, but they will otherwise
go where the wind wants them to go. Sailors crossing

the ocean in past centuries frequently reported spiders

landing in their sails when they were hundreds of miles
from the nearest land. One air sample taken at about
16,000 feet (4,900 meters) high-looking for float-
ing fungi and bacteria-also caught a spider. '§7'hen

an underwater volcano in the South Pacific erupted in
1929,liftinga whole new island called Anak Krakatau
out ofthe ocean, the first colonizers to arrive on the

island were airborne spiders.

Not all spiders travel by air. Many make
bridges from stem to stem, throwing out a line
and following it. But this kind of overland
travel is slow and expensive. You have to make
a new line of silk for each leap, and you have

to pull yourself across. §7hile you are in the
middle of the bridge, you may look tasty to a
passing bat or bird, and your chance ofescape
will be small. On the other hand, at least you
have some control over where you ere going.
You will not end up on a sail or in an air
sampler or in the blue Pacific \À/ater.
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\ÿhen they do fy-or "balloon," the correct term
for the way an arachnid travels through the air-it's for
one of two opposite reasons. If conditions are good
where they are living, it may get pretty crowded pretty
quickly. Ballooning is a way to thin the population
and find some more space. Or if things are not going
well where they are living, it may be a good idea to try
someplace else.

Young or old spiders may travel by air. In one

species of the very common Linyphiidae family, more
than 99 percent of spidedings take to the air to stârt
new colonies. (About 2 percent succeed.) The adults

that travel are often pregnant females, who lay eggs as

soon as they land, creating an instant colony.

No matter how many of them leave, there may be

no shortage of spiders where they arrive. In one field
of farmland, a spider scientist kept count of the spiders

that arrived by air during an entire growing season. The

total was about 900 spiders per day, and a little more
than 100,000 per acre during the four-month season.

Occasionally, even large spiders take to the air.

Some scientists had suggested this, but their colleagues

doubted them. The standard wisdom is that spiders

heavier than one milligram seldom, if ever, balloon.
Urged on by the challenge of proving this wrong, the
first team of scientists went out to watch.

It was a hot January day in Namibia, and strong
air currents were rising from the surface of the land.

Around noon, the scientists saw

20 fairly large female spiders-
each probably weighing at least

70 milligrams (0.002 ounces)-
tiptoe onto the end of a branch.

They spun out their silk and

took ofi only to get hung up in a

nearby shrub.
The next day, watch-

ing another colony in the late

afternoon, the scientists saw six
similarÿ large females begin to
tiptoe. Each put out one gossa-
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mer thread and then another. Before they took off
there were more than 100 threads wafting upward in
the rising air. Each spider had made a triangular kite of
silk at least 3 feet (1 meter) wide at its far end.

'When they let go, all the spiders rose straight into
the air. After a few seconds, they were nine stories up

and still climbing. The investigators never saw them
again.ll.r

\X/illiam Bryant Logan is the autbor of Air:The
Restless Shaper of the \World . His preuious boohs are

called Oak and Dîrt. It may not surprise you rc learn that
he\ also the president of a nee czmPan!.
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